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Introduction

We consider a generic Lagrangian density £ = £(<&'*,• ••,$''...,,,,) depending on
derivatives of the fields up to a generic order A-. We then consider a series development
$••' = d>A + (if* around a given section <j>A(i). We then obtain £ = £],_„ £ £;, where
Ci = (D'C)\l=o and D = £*_„ r/'1...,,. (d/O^...^). The action 5 has a similar expansion,
namely 5 = 23i=o *>'* lv'lere & = J C,d"x. Due to the very definition of £,-'s, they are
related by a series of remarkable identities.

\Vi> then consider the problem of extremality and stability of the action. For this
purpose the conditions 5i = 0 and 5-> = 0 are relevant. However, these integral conditions
do not uniquely determine conditions to be imposed on £j and £2 since they may be
decomposed in a "bulk" term plus a pure divergence term, and this decomposition is
not unique. Different decompositions may be designed in order to satisfy equally different
criteria. In this work we adopt a decomposition following from a remarkable decomposition
of any Lagrangian in a part which is proportional to its own field equations plus a pure
divergence term. Namely C - /„' $A (SCfSQ'*)* dr + rff (£)/</.!•". In this case Si .= 0
is equivalent to the standar Euler-Laßrange equations while 52 = 0 is equivalent to the
Jacob! equations.

While the Euler-Lagrangc equation has a standard form, I he same is not true for
the Jacob! equation. In fact, there is agreement on which is the surface term in Si, but
the same is not true for 52. In fact, many ad hoc integrations has been introduced in
order to solve different problems. The advantage of our decomposition is its invariance
and uniqueness.

Due to a scries of relations between £0, L\ and C-j, we ran consider the Euler-
Lagrange and the Jacob! equations as following from a single variational principle based
on £1 where, however, the fields <£'1 and IJA are considered as independent field variables.
We can furthermore introduce an associated energy-momentum tensor Wv(<f>, ij) which is
a conserved quantity, (dWv/dx1') = 0.

Higher-order variations of the Lagrangian

Our starting point is n generic Lagrangian density

£ = £($'V •-,*.'?.,„), (1)

where x*1, fj. = l , - - - , i i , are local coordinates in the base space, n being its dimension.
$'*...,,, denotes the sth-order partial derivative of the fields, %vhi<:h appear into £ up to a
maximum order t, which is called the order of the Lagrangian. For simplicity we consider
only Lagrangian densities which do not depend explicitly on the coordinates; the general-
isation to the explicitly dependent case is straightforward. For the sake of simplicity we
shall use the language of fundamental calculus in Tin. All the results we shall establish can
however be easily rewritten in the intrinsic language of fiber bundles, nowadays standard
for Calculus of Variations.

Let us now consider a series development of $'' around a given section 4>A(x)



), (2a)

where e is a smallness parameter which we introduce to keep track of the order of the
different terms which may appear. For the derivatives of $A we have the corresponding
relations

..„W + °U2) , (26)

for i = 1, • • • , k. We then obtain

where

and D '&, the differential operator defined by

Let us observe that we can equally write

Li = £>0'£o , (G)

where

Furthermore, the Lagiangians £; are related by

. (S)

The introduction of thu Lagrangiaris £, is not only a matter of uotationul convenience. In
fact, the derivatives, of the different £,'s are related by

The above lelationb allow to relate the variational derivatives by

..,
where the variational derivative of the Lagrangian is given by

r ._ r-

V...,, ~ «s^-.,,. ' l }



and the operator {/(S1 '̂1,, is recursively defined at all orders by

M .. 9C d SC

Expansion of the action

The action associated to the Lagvangiasi £ is

5= / C(<S>A, •••,$A.,.ltk)d"x. (13)
Ja

This action S has a similar expansion

r

s = s0 + ]TVs,-, (14)

where

Si= f Cid«x. (15)
Jo

Each term in (14) is related to some property of S. If Si =0 the action is an extremum.
On the other hand, the sign of Si is related to the stability properties of the action 5 and in
this case a crucial role is played by the condition £2 = 0- When attempting to translate the
above integral conditions to differential conditions some arbitrariness necessarily appears.
This is due to the fact that the integrands £1 and £2 may be decomposed into a "bulk"
part plus a pure divergence; the pure divergence is a boundary term in the corresponding
integral expression. However, the decomposition above is not uniquely defined.

One must therefore design a criterion to decompose the integrand in a convenient
way and several different criteria may be adopted. In this work we will require that the
decomposition of the Lagrangians have an invariant meaning. This may be achieved by
using the identity (IS) to be derived below.

D-invariant decomposition of the Lagrangian

In previous works [1, 2] a remarkable decomposition of the Lagrangian was obtained.
Let us consider a kth-order Lagrangian £ and define /"*(£) by

+•••+* *- "61



where (•)* means that in the corresponding expression all field variables, $, 3$, etc., have
been scaled by a real factor T 6 [0, 1], i.e., <&* = r$, etc. Then we have

where £(0) = £(r)|r=0. Since £(0) is an irrelevant constant we can simply write

In the forthcoming applications the above identity will be applied only with respect to the
field TIA. .

The Euler-Lagraiige equation

The action \voulcl be an extreme when Sj = 0. For this we should decompose the
Lagrangian £> in an invariant way. The Lagrangiau £i is explicitly given by

£l = |̂  + .g°V)i+.... (19)

Applying the identity (IS) we obtain the invariant decomposition

_ (S£^ 4 d/''( £i)

= ^-— i;'4 + • (20)

where f''(C.\) is given by

J—!L ,,-•' -j !i_ ,i/l ^-... (21)

The action S| is therefore given by

In order foi S\ to be zero it must be

J£o = Q

which are the field equations, plus the boundary conditions



for i = 0 , . - . , fc .

The Jacob! equation

The sign of Si is related to the stability properties of the solutions of the Buler-
Lagrange equations (23). If'5j > 0 for all deformations r\A we have a minimum; if Si < 0
for all deformations j/'1 we have a maximum; if £2 = 0 for some //'' we have a degenerate
extrenmni.

The case in which Sz = 0 is particularly interesting. In this case one can obtain an
equation governing the vectorfields which deform solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations
into .solutions, generic-ally called the "Jacobi equation*1. The Lagrangian C-i is given by

(25)

However, the quadratic form appearing in (25) may be decomposed, without direct con-
sequences on tho field equations, in several different ways in a ''bulk" term plus a pure
divergence which become a surface term. Therefore, the .lucolii equation to which one
arrives strongly depends on the decomposition we use. Different criteria, designed to sat-
isfy equally different requirements, may be considered. Here we require again that the
decomposition of £•, has an invariant meaning. Applying the identity (18) we obtain

.. _ 1 Ad ,, >lf»(C-2)
L'-~2W'' + ~ ~

_ i set A
(2G)

where f ' ( C - i ) is given hy

™-k[&S+3t<"-+-\-
The action 5^ is therefore given by

•• (2S|

The boundary term is zero due to conditions (24). In order for 5'2 to be uero it must be

!=1=0, (29)
V

which are the Jacobi equations.
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Unified description of the Euler-Lagrange and Jacob! equations

let us now remark that, according to our previous discussion, the Euler-Lagrange
equation and the Jacobi equation can be written together as

Therefoie, we can consider the Enler-Lagrange and the Jnrolii equations ;i> coming from
a single varicitional principle ba.M-d cm the Lagrangian C\ where, however, the dynamical
variables have been "doubled", they are in fart 6's »ml >}'s.

The preceding result allows to introduce an energy-momentum tensor Wv associated
to C.\. For this purpose let us introduce momenta canonically conjugated to «j's and ;/'s
by means of the standard prescription

*s1"'" = jäP— (31«>
(316)

The energy-momentum tensor associated to C\ is given by

•H",, = T,,"-A-- ^„...A. + .V.4"-A- ;/-\...A< - ** £, . (32)

It can furthermore be; proved that

•H"„ = Dr"„, (33)

where T^y is the- usual energy-locuuentiuu tensor assoctat«! to iJo. Th<> ;d«iv<- vault is
quite useful since, if £0 is independent of the coordinutes, then 'H'1,, is a conserved quantity.
Therefore, the allowed deformations are selected by the condition

-«-

Conclusions

Several.comments are in order here concerning our results for the Jacobi equation.
As is < well known, the second variation of an action functional governs the behaviour of
the action itself in the neighborhood of critical sections. In particular, the Hessian of the
Lagrangian defines a quadratic form which sign properties allow to distinguish between



minima, maxima and degenerate critical sections [3]. A fairly well known example is
thi case of geodesies of a Riemannian manifold, whose variation;il properties have been
considered, for example in [4]. In this case those fields which govern the transition From
geodesies to geodesies (i.e., those vector fields which make the second variation to vanish
identically modulo boundary terms) are called Jacobi fields [4] and they are solutions of a
second-order differential equation known as Jacubi equation (of geodesies).

The notion of.Jacobi equation as an outcome of the second variation is in fact fairly
inure general than this and general formulae for the second variation and generalised Jacobi
equations along critical sections have been already considered in th" Calculus of Variations
from a "structural viewpoint'' (see. e.g., the review of results contained in [5]). To our
knowledge, however, the second variation of functionals has hern considered in a direct
way and without resorting to general expressions, while integration by parts to reduce it to
more suitable forms have been usually performed by nd hue procedures, in spite of the fact
rhaf fairly general such formulae can lie easily worked out; see liejoiv for acomment on a
paper by Taub [G]. Because of these facts, we have reached the conclusion that the theory
of second variations is worhty of being revisited, also in view of a number of applications
which shall also be mentioned later and will form the subject of fort hcoming investigations.

In a previous work [7], in the general and global framework of first-order variational
principles in fifoered manifolds and their jet-prolongations, the notion of generalised Ja-
cobi cqnatiun was developed and discussed for first-order Lagrangians. As is well known,
the classical Jacobi equation for geodesies of a Riemannifm manifold defines in fact the
Riemaun curvature tensor of tj. Because of this we can say that the second variation
iV-'S and the generalised Jacobi equations define the '"curvature"' of any given (first-order)
variational principle; in the generic case, of course, this notion has very little to say; in a
continuation ofthat work [S] it was shown however that this general concept of "curvature"
takes a particularly significant form in the case of generalised harmonic Lagrangians, giving
rise to suitable "curvature tensors" which satisfy suitable '"generalised Biauchi identities".
Applications to second variations of relativistie Lngrangians (i.e., Lagrangians depending
on the full curvature of a Riemanniaii metric), have being considered in [0] and [10].

\Ve are now in position to mention in a greater detail the paper by Taub [6] we
already (moted above. In that paper, which is explicitly devoted to an application of
second order variations to relativist!«1 fluid-dynamics, a general formula for the Jacobi
equation is explicitly mentioned and it is claimed that a "well -known result" states that
this equation is in fact the variational derivative of the- Hessian C, (see eq. (29) above).
Unfortunately, no reference is given to the source of this result; v.-e stress, however, that
the viewpoint we shall discuss in this paper is fairly different and more general. In fact,
we shall not see Jacobi eqxiations alone as (partial with respect to i;) Lagrange equations
of the Hessian £-2 (as in [6]). but radier the system formed by Jacobi equations and the
original Lagrange equations of £Q as variational equations of the first- -order deformed
Lagrangian C\.
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